[Diagnostic Value of CD64+ Index of Neutrophils for Patients with Leukemia Combined with Early Infection].
To analyze the diagnostic value of CD64+ index of neutrophils for patients with leukemia combined with early infection. From June 2014 to June 2015, 100 AL patients admitted in Third People's Hospital of Qinghai province were chosen as AL group, among them 50 AL patients were in infection group and other 50 patients were in non-infection group; at the same time, 200 healthy people were chosen as control group. The sensitivity, specificity and Youden's index of PCT, CRP, Neu% and CD64+ index in 300 subjects were calculated, and the diagnostic value of different indicators were compared. In 100 AL patients, the sensitivitys of CD64+, Neu%, PCT and CRP were respectively 88.00%, 82.00%, 74.00% and 70.00%; their spesitivitys were respectively 80.00%, 78.00%, 82.00% and 84.00%; their Youden's indexex of were respectively 0.68, 0.60, 0.56 and 0.54. CD64+ index of neutrophils has diagnostic value for patients with leukemia combined with early infection.